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Title word cross-reference

(r, s) [PSMM93]. 3 [Hei91, Jin94]. 2 [IST93].
AX + XB = C [SH92]. c [Mit92]. D [Pat92].
e^{-x} [Kin91]. F [MP90]. G [Kin94]. h
[IST93]. H^+ [BMS92]. K^+ [BMS92]. L
[GG91b]. L^2 [Raf92]. L^p [GK94]. L_1 [dK94].
L_p [Sen93]. M^{1/2}/C_N [MES94]. N
[Cha93, SMO91, SV92b]. n ≥ 0 [Kin91].
O(n^2) [Wai90]. P [Sim92, FLG92]. Q
[CDW91, LS93b]. S [Sav93]. x ≤ 0 [Kin91].
Y'' = f(t, Y) [JMV93].

-stable [Sim92]. -system [Sav93]. -systems
[GG91b]. -type [MS94c]. -version [Mit92].

/ [AaHM93, Bal94].

1994 [Cab95].

2 [Ada93b]. 2-D [CXL94, LX+93].

63 [Cab95]. 65th [Kag91a].

abstract [Opp92]. abstraction [SHR94].
Acceleration [Bar91, BCG91, Cha90a].
acceleration-pressure [Cha90a].
accelerator [CK90]. accidentally [Ten91].
accuracy [Cic93b, Sar93]. accurate
[BTW94, MEZI93, PR93]. across [BMS92].
active [YF91]. actuators [Bal94]. ADA
[Hus90]. Adaptive [IBS94, AH94, And90].

-people [SMO91]. -solvability [GK94].
Da93d, EN94, FV91, FC93, G093, GL94, HV90, J90, J094, Jod92, KN90, 
Kin93, MS94b, MEZI93, NSV92, PPS94, RC91, RK93, Sen93, SP94, Yee93, LAK94.
equations [Abd93, Ada91, Ada93b, AR90a, AR90b, Ayo93, Bai91, Cha90b, CZ92, CM90, 
Da93a, Da93b, ES92, ES93a, ES93b, ES94, EL94, EL90, Ge90b, GM94, GB90, 
GL92, GS94b, Gy90, Heu90a, Heu90b, Jac92, Jia94, JL92, J91, JL93, JV94, 
KT91, Kha91b, LS91a, LKY93, LG94, Lin94, LWX92, Lin94, MIt90, PS94a, Ph92, 
RBA92, RRA90, Sav93, SN92, SR90, SU90a, SU90b, Sha90a, SA94, 
SS94b, Siv92, SS92, TT90a, TT90b, Unn90, VS90, VB92, YY94, ZA91, ZL90, dK94].
equilibria [VCM91].
equilibrium [NP92, Ten90].
Erratum [Cab95, JNF95, Sor97].
Error [GM94, Jac90, Jac92, AC94, CW92, CB94b, 
Da93b, GL94, Han92, HLY94, HS94, Jod92, 
MS92a, Mor90, Mor94, SH92]. error-free [Mor90, Mor94, SH92]. estimate [Han92].
estimates [AC94, Ca93, Da93b, GM94, 
HL94, Ja90, Ja92]. Estimating [HS94, GG91a, RBR94, Sch91b].
Estimation [Whi91, Whi93, Alm93, AB94, Bay93, Cie92, 
Cie93a, CH93, Cie93b, Faz91, IPP91, Sag91, Sia93, TA93, Tes91c, TT90a, TT90b].
estimator [Ja93]. estimators [FS94].
Euclidean [Pes91]. eutrophic [GGR91].
Eutrophication [Gar91]. evaluating [ER94a, GC94]. Evaluation [Eva90b, Sar93, BG94a, EVA90a, ER94b, 
GM93, Hus90, Kha90, Kha92, Zhe93].
Evolution [KS92a, Den90, Ebe93, SU90a, SU90b].
Evolutionary [KCK91]. Exact [EHE93, 
JN91, FLYD94, Lan92, RTJL92, Yak92a].
exception [CJZ94]. Existence [GS94a, 
IST93, Koz91, KPP93, Gy90, KP91, Pap92].
expansion [GL94, IST93, Liq91, MFS93, PS94a].
expectations [SY93]. experimental [En90]. experiments [SS91, Yip93].
explicit [Sim92]. Exponential [ADM91, Kum92a, MS93a].
exponential-polynomial [MS93a]. exponentially [Sel94]. exponentials [MMP90]. expression [Ji94]. extended [CB94a, CB94b, Knu91]. extension [Pat90].
extrapolation [Bha94]. extrapolation [BG94c, IST93]. Extremal [CN90].
Extremum [Sor94, Sor97].

facility [She90]. factor [GG91a]. factors [SS91, TCS92]. Factory [CDW91].
facultative [Zag91]. fail [SH92]. fail-proof [SH92]. families [MS93a]. family [Jim94].
Fast [Mor90, Mor91b]. fatal [Yip91]. fate [Pat90]. feedback [TFM93]. Fermi [Kha91a]. field [HM94, VWS94]. fields 
[Bar91, LYX+93, SW91]. filled [Ge90a, GQ90]. filter [CB94a, CB94b].
filtering [Heu90a, Heu90b]. final [PY94].
finance [Sha90a, Sha90b]. find [Bar91].
Finding [Ge90b, Sav93, XYY94, ZG90, Jia94, PP93].
Finite [Da93a, El 92, Hei93a, Lin94, Mei93, Pic92, Cha90a, CXL94, Da93b, EN92, EL91, 
FG94b, IBS94, Jac90, Jim94, LYX+93, MEZI93, RC91, Sel94, Siv92].
finite-difference [MEZI93]. finite-element [Jac90, Siv92]. Finite-horizon [Pic92].
First [And93, Abd93, Ayo93, BKM94, 
Cab94, Cab95]. First-Order [And93, Ayo93, Cab94, Cab95]. fitted 
[Sel94]. fitting [BCG91, BG94c]. FitzHugh [Jac92].
fixed [Gun94, HF93, Pes91]. flat [HM94].
flow [MFS93]. flip [KR91].
flows [BTW94, KS93a, RA92]. Flux
[Con93c]. fluid
[BH93, HB93, Han92, RMB94]. Flux
[Dav94]. focused [Lan92]. fog [BD94]. food
food-chain [LF94].
gramicidin [Kuh94b], granule [CFT+93]. Green [Ayo93, MS94b]. Greenberg [Mad90]. Grid [And90, CS92, Ham94a, KM94, Knu91, Knu93, KCS90, SYS94, Son93, Spi90, YS94]. grids [Ada93b, SW92]. Gronwall [ZED91]. group [MES92]. growth [Avg94, Ch92, Chu94, KP91, KPP93, Pap94, Ten91].
identification [GSK93, KKC91, Sag91]. II [BH93, Cha92a, Da93d, ES93b, Eno90, MK93]. III [Cha92a, ER94b]. imaging [FE90a]. imbedding [Ayo93, Sag91].
Implantation [Ada93a]. implementation [BS93]. implementations [SH92].
Implementing [Bre91, KMR+91]. implicit [Abd92, HL91, JF91, JNF95, Mit90, NFJ94].
importance [YLS93]. imprecisely [MDR94]. improvements [Mad90, Val90].
impulse [ZXY94]. Impulsive [LMS92, BKM94, EL90, SS92]. income [Cha94]. incomplete [GSK93, SO90].
imcompleteness [Cha92b, Gun94]. incompressible [BH90]. increase [JL93].
independence [CJZ94]. independent [FLZ91, Jol92, SA94].
Index [Ano90g, Ano91e, Ano92f, Ano93e, Ano94h]. induced [KS93a, MM94].
industry [SPD93]. inequalities [BKM94, GT91, ZED91]. inertias [Udw92a].
Inference [HT90a, HT90b, Yip91, Yip92, Yip93]. infinite [Abd92, Avg94, BG94c, HM94, Kha90, KP91, Pap94].
infinite-dimensional [BG94c]. infinity [Sim92]. Information [Cha92b, Ebe93, GSK93, MGL92, SO90].
Information-theoretic [Cha92b]. inhomogeneous [Asa92b]. initial [Da93c, Da93d, Da93b, Gy90, JNM92, Lin94, Sim92, Sim94, SV92a, SV92b, SP93].
initial-value [Sim92, Sim94]. input [Bay93]. inscribed [NP92]. instabilities [TW90].
insulin [Bha94]. integer [Mor94]. integral [EHE93, GB90, GM93, GL94, Gup90, RRA90, SR90, Sen93, TH94, dK94].
integral-type [Gup90]. integrals [Eva90a, Eva90b, ER94b, ER94a, GC94, Kha90, Kha91a]. integrated [AaHM93].
integration [Koh92, Red90a, Red91, Sim92, Sim94].
integro [Da93a, Gro93].
integro-differential [Da93a, Gro93]. integrodifferential [Abd93, Da93c, Da93d, EL90, NSV92].
interacting [Pat91, Zag91]. interaction [HM94]. interactions [SKCW94, SP93].
Interactive [SYS94, TDK94, AaHM93]. interface [Mus94]. integro-differential [Rua92]. internal [Mos90, Sl91].
International [Sla93a]. interpolation [ADM91, CWL92, LMV91, Ram90].
Invariant [Kop90, Sag91, Ay93, DGV94, Gy90, Sen90]. inverse [BL91, IM92, JM93, Ji94, Kag91b, Pen93, RBR94, Sen90].
Eva90a, Eva90b, ER94b, ER94a]. Irregular [Mur94]. irrigation [MN91]. issue [DGP93, SS94b, Un90]. iterate
BG94c, Go93]. iterated [GL94]. iteration [NAM93, SB92]. iterations [LX92].
Iterative [CZ92, JL92, MES94, EL91, Faz91, Udw92b, UK94]. IV [Cha92e, ER94a].
jackknife [Bre91]. Jacobi [CS93, EA94]. jet [CJF93]. joined [MS94b]. JOR [Udw92b].
Jordan [Sen90]. July [Cab95].
Kalaba
Cas91, KKK91, Kag91b, Tes91b, Tes91c.
Kalman [CB94a, CB94b]. kernel [Da93c, Da93d, NSV92]. kernels [Mor90].
KSR-1 [Zhu94]. Kutta
[Cha92e, ER94a].
lag [Sim92, Sim94]. Laguerre [RS92].
laminar [Han92]. Landau [Kwo93].
Laplacian [HB91]. Lapwood
The natural text representation of this document is not provided. Please provide the natural text representation of the document to continue with the analysis.
Cic92, Cic93b, Da93a, Dos90, EL91, GM94, GB90, Hei93a, Hei93b, HV90, Hua91, IST93, JMV93, KB93, LqGq93, NP92, SA94, Sim94, UK94, WM91, ZW92. MHD [MS94a]. Microelectronics [SP94]. Microscopic [MO92]. midpoint [AC94]. migration [Sla91, Sla93a]. mild [KN90]. Minimal [Sha94, HJ92, LS91a, Mit92, Sim94]. minimal-energy [HJ92]. minimax [Ge91]. minimization [VCM91]. minimizing [BD90]. minimum [Sor93]. minimums [BG93]. Mixed [HM94, Cha90a, JL92].

Model

nonlinearities [KS92a]. Nonlinearly [TLG90]. nonnegative [Gyö90].
nonoscillation [ES93b]. Nonparametric [Ahm93, Sch91b, PY94, TT90a, TT90b].
nonsmooth [Da93d]. nonstationary [Szi90]. nonsymmetric [Jód92]. nontrivial [Gyö90].
norm [Cai93, Cro93]. normal [BG94c]. norms [Da93b]. not-a-knot [Beh92].
observation [Cic93b, CB94b]. observations [CB94a, CB94b, FC93].
observers [CB94a]. observability [MM91]. obstacles [LS91]. ODE [Li91]. ODEs [And93, IST93, SB92]. oligopolies [SY93].
oligopoly [SO90]. one [Kum92a].
operation [EB91, PL93]. operational [CS93]. operator [CZ92, DDL93, JL92, Kwo93]. operators [Cai93]. optical [FE90b]. optics [Pen93].
oscillatory [enNAa94]. Oscillation [ES93b, GL92, LYC93, LG94, KS92b].
outflow [Sem92]. overlapping [WN91].
Pacific [Sim92]. package [Ada91]. Padé [Kum92b]. Parabolic [SP93, CW91, CW92, Da93c, Da93d, Da93b, Kor92, Lin94].
paradox [CM90]. Parallel [HL91, BS93, Cro93, EA94, Ko94, MO93, SH92, Zha94].
parallel-series [Ko94]. parameter [Cic93a, MSLB92, MS92b, SA94, Siv92, Ud91, Ud92a]. parameter-dependent [MSLB92]. parameters [B1QB94, Lan92, Whi91, Whi93, ZXY94].
paribus [Mat93]. part [BH93, HB93, MS93c, MK93]. partial [Ada91, Ada93b, BKM94, BG94b, Da93b, JF91, LW92]. partition [SB92].
partitioning [Cha91]. parts [Car90].
patching [Hei93b]. paths [Mur91a]. Pattern [Wu94]. PDE [Fun91, KM94].
PDEs [Vol92]. pellet [CK90]. penalty [RTJL92, Yak92a]. Perfect [AB94].
performance [Ahm93]. Periodic [SNG92, CN90, CW91, CW92, Jia94, Kor92, LAK94, Li91, Liu94, Mor90, OT92, WJ92, XY94].
Perron [DDL93]. persistence [Zag91].
person [SMO91]. Perturbation [Red90b, BS93, JR93, Red90a, Red91, Sel94, Sem92].
perturbed [Bai91, KB93, Lop92, VB92].
phase [Ham94b, Sim92, Sim94]. phase-lag
[Sim92]. phased [Bay93]. phenomenon
[PA94]. phenomena [FE90a].
photometric [Koz91]. Physical
[Sla91, Mus94]. Physical-based
[Sla91]. physics [Mat93, Wer93]. piecewise
[Beh92, Kop90]. piezo [Bal94].
piezoelectric [Ade94]. pipe [Mei93]. plane
[Kmn93]. planning [KP91, Rap92]. plant
[Bay93, RBR94]. plasma [CK90].
plasma-arc [CK90]. plate
[HM94, RW93, Whi91, Whi93]. plates
[Bal94]. point [Faz90, GM94, Gun94, KS93b,
LMS92, Lop92, ML90, MFF92, Pes91, SV94,
Sor93, Sz90, TM92, Udw91, ZW90a].
point-to-set [Sz90]. Points
[LW94, FT94, JL93, Lop92, Sor94, Sor97].
pointwise [Pic92]. Policies [Gar90].
Polynomial
[Rug93, Beh92, HV90, MMP90, MS93a,
MS93b, MS92c, MS92b, VB91, Wam92].
polynomials [CS93, LS93a, MS93b, MM94,
RS92, Sri94, TCS92, dFFG94]. Population
[BD90, ES90, Sla93b]. populations
[LF94, Pat91, PS94b, Zag91]. porous
[BH90, BH91, Ezz94, HM94, HZ93, Ham94b,
Zhu94]. position [Bal94]. positive
[Hua91, Sha94, Udw92b]. positive-definite
[Udw92b]. postitone [ASZ94]. possible
[Gun92, Mos90]. potential
[CFT+93, MS94b, WN91, Wer93]. power
[DHK90, NA91]. Practical
[FL94, FLG92, SHR94]. prebiotic [Ten91].
preconditioned [HV90]. preconditioners
[Vas91]. preconditioning
[Dos90, Hei93a, Rug93]. prediction [Zhe93].
Preface [DPGR93]. presence [TW90].
presentation [CS93]. pressure
[Bar91, Cha90a, VWSS94].
presence-correction [Bar91]. price [GP94].
prices [KPP93]. Prime [KCS90]. principle
[Mos90, Mur91b]. principles [FE90b]. prior
[Sch91b]. priori [CH93]. probabilistic
[BBD91]. Probability [MS93b, MS93a].
problem [Asa92b, BS93, BL91, Cha90a,
CXL94, EN92, Gup90, GKH94, IM92, IPP91,
JL93, KP91, LM94, Moh94, Pen93, Pen91,
Sim94, Uen91, War94, Waz93, ZXY94].
Problems
[Red90b, ASZ94, Asa92a, Avg94, Bai91,
CN90, Cab94, Cas90, CW91, CW92,
EL90, Faz90, GS94a, Ge91, GM94, HSZ94,
Hei93b, JR93, JNM92, KL93, Kog91b,
KS93b, KS92a, Koc92, LMS92, Mal93,
ML92, ML90, MFF92, OT92, OT93, PA94,
Red90a, Red91, RTJL92, SV94, SNG92, Sel94,
Sem92, SS94a, She90, Sim92, SV92a, SV92b,
Ste94, TL90, TM93, TM92, Vas91, WJ92].
procedural [Mad90]. procedure
[BTW94, GG91a, Siv92, Yip92, Yip93].
process [TM92]. processes [CC94, GSK93].
producer [SM94]. product [Ca93, Mit92].
products [MTP93, MFF92]. program
[Cha92c, Cha92d, Cha92a, Cha92e, PZ94,
Zhe93]. program-size
[Cha92c, Cha92d, Cha92a, Cha92e].
programming
[EB91, Fl92, Ge91, Ho94, KKM90, TK94].
programs [Pap92, Yk92]. project
[CDW91]. projection [Cro93, GB90].
projections [Kha94]. projective [Yan94].
Projector [Dos90]. proof [Gun94, SH92].
propagation [enNAa94]. properties
[Liq91, MM94, PSM93]. property
[Jac90, NG94, RS92]. pruning [LSS94].
Pseudospectral [Fun91]. PtÂk [AC94].
putting [PZ94].
Quadratically [SV92a]. quadrature
[MS92a]. quadrilateral [Wan94].
Qualitative [GP94, LL94]. quality
[Bog91, SPD93]. Quantitative [Han92].
quartic [SV94]. quasi [JM93, JL92].
quasi-solutions [JL92].
quasi-three-dimensional [JM93].

semi-periodic [WJ92].
semidiscrete [Jac90, Jac92]. semigroups [Opp92].
semilinear [CW91, CW92]. semimartingale
TT90a, TT90b. semipositone [KS92a].
Sensitivity [Cic93b, CB94a, CB94b, Eno90, Pap94, Tes91b, dK94]. sensors [Bal94].
Separated [And93]. separation [Mur91b].
series [BCG91, BG94b, EHE93, Kin94, Kol94, Kum92b, RRA90, Wu94, YF91].
series-parallel [Kol94]. servers [MES92].
services [Pat92]. Set
Sch91a, Bad93, BBD91, Bay93, Kin91, Szi90].
Set-spectrum [Sch91a]. sets
RK93, Yan94. Sevcik [Mac93]. several
[AB94, SA94]. shallow [HF93]. Shape
[Bal94]. shaped [ASZ94]. Sharp [Gyo90].
shells [HF93]. shift [DGV94].
shift-invariant [DGV94]. shocks [HLW94].
shooting [GM94, WJ92]. shortage [Sos91].
shortest [Wai90]. sign [Gup90].
significance [HK91]. simple
KKM90, Yip92]. SIMPLER [Bar91].
Simulating [Zha94]. Simulation
[Ad94, Ra92, ALMS90, Ra94, WN91].
simulations [LF94, RBR94, SS94b].
simultaneous [VS90].
simultaneous-equations [VS90]. Sinc
[MSLB92]. sine [Eva90b, FV91].
Sinc-Gordon [FV91]. Single
[Ham94b, Li94]. Single-phase [Ham94b].
Singular [Red90b, BS93, CW91, CW92,
Da93c, Da93d, EN92, GB90, GM93, Gro93,
JR93, JNM92, JL93, LM94, RBA92, Red90a,
Red91, Sel94, Sen92, SR90, Sen93, ZXY94].
singularity [ioa92, KN90]. singularly
[KB93, Lop92, VB92].
singularly-perturbed [KB93]. sink
[BH93]. sinusoids [Reg94]. size
[Cha92c, Cha92d, Cha92a, Cha92c].
slackness [Moh90]. slip [Ham92]. Sloan
[Gol93]. Slope [ZW92, ZW90b]. slotted
[Sch92]. slow [Mur91b]. slow-fast [Mur91b].
slowly [SS94a]. small [Bha94]. smallest
[BG94c]. smooth [Da93c, Da93b].
smoothed [Sla93b]. smoothing
[Jac90, Sla93a]. software
[Ada91, Ada93b, MTP93]. solid
[Abd92, CK90]. solid-hydrogen-pellet
[CK90]. solidification [Fre90]. solitons
[Wer93]. Solution
ARM94, Cha90b, MFF92, RC91, EHE93,
Gro93, Jia94, JN91, JF91, JNM92, KN90,
Kin93, Kin94, Lkg91, MES92, MES94,
NF94, SR90, SS94a, Siv92, Waz93, Yee93].
Solutions [RRA90, SV92b, AS94b, AR93,
CN90, Cas94, CW91, CW92, ES94, ES94,
El94, Ge90b, GS94b, JL92, Jöd92, JV94,
LS91a, Lin94, LWX92, Liu94, MS92c, OT92,
OT93, RK93, She90, TM92, XYY94, Zag92].
solvability [GK94]. solve [Mor94].
solvents [TCS92]. solver [NW90]. Solving
[Ge91, JL93, KT91, SV94, Abd93, GT91,
HV90, IST93, JR93, KS93b, LqGe93, Mit90,
NP92, PS94a, Pes91, Red90a, Red91, Sel94,
VBH91]. Some [FC93, HSZ94, MM94,
Sim94, Ud92b, Vau90, FS94, GB90, IST93,
Kol94, Mad90, TT90a, TT90b]. space
[Arg90, AC94, CAQ93, Cro93, KCS90].
spacing [Spi90]. spanning [Moh94]. spatial
[FE90a]. Spatially [Dea90]. Special
[SS94b, War94, DGP93, Sim94, SP94, Unm90].
specifications [EB91, NAM93]. Spectral
[He93b, He91, He93a, KS93a, Opp92,
RWB94, TCS92]. spectrum [Sch91a].
spherical [HF93, IM92]. Spline
[Wan92, Beh90, BG93, Ham94a, KB93,
Liq91, Ram90, Ste94]. splines [HJ92, SV94].
splitting [Dan94]. spreading [CFT93].
sprinkler [MN91]. square [LYX93, TM92].
squared [LMV91]. squared-magnitude
[LMV91]. squares [CXL94]. Stability
[EN94, Lop92, Ten90, Zag91, ZL90, FLZ91,
FLG92, FL94, GS94a, JNF95, KS93b, LS91b,
Raa92, VB92]. Stabilizing
[LSVS94, TFM93]. stable [Sim92].
Stackelberg [SMO91]. standardized
Yamamoto [Arg94]. Yamamoto-type [Arg94].

zero [PY94]. zeroes [KS92a]. zeros [ZW90a].
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